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ABSTRACT
We have used the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) to conduct further
observations of the 36.2-GHz (4−1 → 30E) methanol transition towards the nearby
active galaxy NGC 4945. These observations have led to a more accurate determination
of the offset between the maser emission and the nucleus of NGC 4945 with a typical
synthesised beam of 6′′×4′′ (108×72 pc). This corresponds to a factor of 4 improvement
with respect to the major-axis of the beam. Other transitions of methanol and lines
of other molecular species were obtained alongside the 36.2-GHz methanol emission,
with strong detections of HC3N (J = 4 → 3) and CS (J = 1 → 0) presented here.
We do not detect thermal methanol (5σ upper limit of 5 mJy in a 6 km s−1 channel)
from the 48.4-GHz (10 → 00A
+) ground-state transition, nor emission from the 44.1-
GHz (70 → 61A
+) class I maser transition (5σ upper limit of 6 mJy in a 3 km s−1
channel). We also present a comparison of the class I maser emission observed towards
NGC 4945 with that from NGC 253 and towards the Galactic giant molecular cloud
G 1.6-0.025.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Methanol maser emission is divided into two classes based
on pumping mechanism. Methanol masers pumped via col-
lisional processes are defined as class I, while those that
are radiatively pumped are considered class II (Batrla et al.
1987; Menten 1991). Both classes of methanol masers are
commonly observed throughout the Milky Way, with over
1200 unique sources discovered (e.g Ellingsen et al. 2005;
Caswell et al. 2010, 2011; Voronkov et al. 2014; Breen et al.
2015; Green et al. 2010, 2012, 2017). In contrast with this,
outside of our Galaxy we have relatively few detections
of methanol maser emission. Extragalactic class II masers
have been detected in the Large Magellanic Cloud and M31
(Green et al. 2008; Ellingsen et al. 2010; Sjouwerman et al.
2010). These extragalactic class II masers appear to be ex-
tremely luminous examples of their Galactic counterparts.
⋆ Email: tiegem@utas.edu.au
Conversely, the extragalactic class I methanol masers are
not yet a well understood phenomenon, with observed emis-
sion unable to simply be considered large-scale emission
from Galactic-style class I masers. Currently there are 6 re-
ported examples of class I maser emission towards extra-
galactic sources, 36.2-GHz emission in NGC 253, Arp 220,
IC 342, NGC 6946 and NGC 4945 (Ellingsen et al. 2014;
Chen et al. 2015; McCarthy et al. 2017; Gorski et al. 2018)
and 84.5-GHz emission in NGC 1068 (Wang et al. 2014). Of
these 6 sources, only NGC 253 has been detected in mul-
tiple epochs with multiple telescopes (Ellingsen et al. 2014,
2017a; Chen et al. 2018; Gorski et al. 2018).
Class I methanol emission is a powerful tool for un-
derstanding star-formation within our Galaxy. More than
600 unique sources of class I maser emission are observed
within the Milky Way (e.g., Slysh et al. 1994; Val’tts et al.
2000; Ellingsen et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2011; Gan et al.
2013; Jordan et al. 2017). Galactic class I masers are gen-
erally associated with shocked gas driven by the expan-
c© 0000 The Authors
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Table 1. Details of the observed transitions in NGC 4945. All rest frequencies were taken from the online database: NIST Recommended
Rest Frequencies for Observed Interstellar Molecular Microwave Transitions by Frank J. Lovas1.
Species Transition Rest Array Epoch Integration Detection
Frequency Configuration Time
(GHz) (min)
Methanol 4−1 → 30E 36.169265 EW352, H168, H214 2015 Aug, 2017 Jun, 2017 Oct 265.2 detection
7−2 → 8−1E 37.703696 EW352, H168, H214 2015 Aug, 2017 Jun, 2017 Oct 265.2 non-detection
70 → 61A+ 44.069476 H214 2017 Oct 178.2 non-detection
10 → 00A+ 48.372456 H214 2017 Oct 138.2 non-detection
HC3N J = 4→ 3 F = 4→ 3 36.392332 H168, H214 2017 Jun, 2017 Oct 197.4 detection
HC5N J = 12→ 11 31.951777 H168, H214 2017 Jun, 2017 Oct 197.4 non-detection
NH3 1212 → 1212 31.424943 H168, H214 2017 Jun, 2017 Oct 197.4 non-detection
1313 → 1313 33.156849 H168, H214 2017 Jun, 2017 Oct 197.4 non-detection
CH3CN 20 → 10, F = 3→ 2 36.795568 H168, H214 2017 Jun, 2017 Oct 98.4 non-detection
SiO J = 1→ 0, v = 0 43.423853 H214 2017 Oct 178.2 detection
CS J = 1→ 0 48.990955 H214 2017 Oct 138.2 detection
sion of Hii regions or molecular outflows (Kurtz et al.
2004; Cyganowski et al. 2009, 2012; Voronkov et al. 2010,
2014). However, it is not yet known if, or how, these
highly luminous extragalactic class I masers relate to the
star-formation of their host galaxies. In Galactic star for-
mation regions the two most commonly observed class I
methanol maser transitions are the 36.2- and the 44.1-
GHz, with the latter generally being the stronger of the
two (e.g. Voronkov et al. 2014). (Ellingsen et al. 2017a) de-
tected weak 44.1-GHz methanol maser emission associated
with two of the 36.2-GHz sites in NGC253. They suggest
that the low intensity of the 44.1-GHz transition compared
to the 36.2-GHz in NGC253 is strong evidence that extra-
galactic class I methanol maser emission cannot be explained
as being due a large number of Galactic-like star formation
regions within a small volume, but is rather a new and differ-
ent extragalactic masing phenomenon. It appears that the
extragalactic variants may evolve from large-scale molecu-
lar inflow inside their host galaxies (Ellingsen et al. 2017a).
However, this has so far only been verified in the case of
NGC 253. Developing an understanding of the pumping en-
vironments responsible for this phenomenon is one of the
most important factors in determining its usefulness as a
probe of galactic properties.
NGC 4945 is a nearby (assumed distance of
3.7±0.3Mpc; Tully et al. 2013) spiral galaxy, with a hy-
brid AGN and starburst nucleus. The starburst is the pri-
mary source of energy for exciting photo-ionized gas, due
to heavy obscuration of the AGN by dust (Marconi et al.
2000; Spoon et al. 2000, 2003; Pérez-Beaupuits et al. 2011).
The star-formation rate in NGC 4945 is more than three
times that of the Milky Way (4.35 ± 0.25 M⊙ yr
1 for
the nuclear region of NGC 4945 only, compared to 1.65 ±
0.19 M⊙ yr
1 for the entire Milky Way; Bendo et al.
2016; Licquia & Newman 2015) and approximately 20 per-
cent higher than that of the similar (in terms of galac-
tic properties and maser luminosity) extragalactic class I
maser host galaxy, NGC 253 (Strickland et al. 2004).
NGC 4945 is also host to various transitions of water
megamasers, predominantly located in a circumnuclear ac-
cretion disk (Greenhill et al. 1997; Hagiwara et al. 2016;
Humphreys et al. 2016; Pesce et al. 2016).
We have undertaken new observations of the 36.2-GHz
methanol maser transition in NGC4945 to better determine
its location with respect to the host galaxy and other molec-
ular gas. In addition to the 36.2-GHz methanol transition
we have also observed the 44.1-GHz class I methanol maser
transition to determine if the NGC4945 shows a similar pat-
tern to NGC253 with this transition being relatively much
weaker than is observed towards Galactic class I methanol
masers associated with high-mass star formation regions.
We were able to include observations of a number of ther-
mal molecular transitions simultaneously with the maser
observations and we present the results of those observa-
tions and compare them with the recent, sensitive high-
resolution molecular line ALMA observations at 3-mm made
by Henkel et al. (2018). We currently have a sample of only
six known extragalactic class I methanol maser sources and
by obtaining a range of complementary spectral line and
other data and comparing the results for NGC4945 with
other sources we hope to improve understanding of this new
phenomenon and its relationship to the properties of the
host galaxy.
2 OBSERVATIONS
The Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) was
utilised for observations of NGC 4945 on 2017 June 29 and
2017 October 22 (project code C3167). The observations
both used hybrid array configurations, H214 for the June
session (minimum and maximum baselines of 82 and 247m
respectively) and H168 for the October session (minimum
and maximum baselines of 61 and 192m respectively), and
we excluded antenna 6 from our analysis. The Compact
Array Broadband Backend (CABB ; Wilson et al. 2011)
was configured in CFB 64M-32k mode for these sessions.
This mode consists of two 2 GHz IF bands (consisting of
32 × 64 MHz channels) and up to 16 of these 64 MHz
channels can be configured as zoom bands consisting of
2048 × 31.2 kHz channels. The October observing session
consisted of two separate frequency setups, splitting the
transitions below and above 40 GHz. Multiple zoom bands
were ‘stitched’ together in order to obtain the appropriate
1 https://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/micro/table5/start.pl
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velocity coverage for each transition. Table 1 describes all
the molecular transitions, along with which epochs they were
observed in. The two class I maser lines at 36.2- (4−1 → 30E)
and 44.1-GHz (70 → 61A
+) were the primary science tar-
gets, for which we adopted rest frequencies of 36.169265 and
44.069410 GHz respectively. The 31.2 kHz spectral resolu-
tion corresponds to 0.259 km s−1and 0.213 km s−1 at 36.2
and 44.1 GHz respectively.
The following refers to the observing strategy for the
2017 June and October epochs. Details regarding the pre-
viously reported 2015 August observations (EW352 ar-
ray configuration) can be found in McCarthy et al. (2017).
PKS B1934-648 was used for flux density calibration for
both epochs and the bandpass was calibrated with respect
to PKS B0537-441 and PKS B1921-293. PMN J1326-5256
was utilised as the phase calibrator, with 2 minutes on the
calibrator interleaved with 10 minutes on-source. The data
were corrected for atmospheric opacity and the absolute flux
density calibration is estimated to be accurate to better than
30%. Poor weather during the latter half of the 2017 Octo-
ber observations negatively affected the transitions above
48 GHz to a more significant degree. This, combined with
representing only single epoch data, causes a significantly
higher RMS noise in these higher frequency transitions (see
Table 2).
miriad was used for data reduction, following standard
techniques for the reduction of ATCA 7-mm spectral line
observations. Phase and amplitude self-calibration was per-
formed on the data using the continuum emission from the
core of NGC 4945. The continuum emission was subtracted
from the self-calibrated uv-data with the uvlin task, which
estimates the intensity on each baseline from the line-free
spectral channels. This enables us to isolate any spectral
line emission from continuum emission. Data from all rele-
vant epochs were combined prior to imaging (for on-source
times see Table 1). Molecular line emission in NGC4945 is
observed between approximately 300 and 800 km s−1 in the
LSR velocity reference frame (Ott et al. 2001). The veloc-
ity range of our imaging was dependent on the number of
stitched zoom bands utilised for each observed transition.
However, all observed transitions were covered at least in
the 350 to 780 km s−1 range. The spectral line data for
each transition was resampled and imaged with a variety
of channel widths. Table 2 shows the velocity range, chan-
nel width and RMS per channel for a typical spectral line
cube of each transition. Positions were determined using the
miriad task imfit, which reports the peak value and loca-
tion of a two-dimensional Gaussian fit for the emission in
a given velocity plane within the spectral line cube. This
task was also utilised for reporting peak flux-density values
for our emission, which may result in minor differences be-
tween the apparent flux-density seen in extracted spectra
and those tabulated. Combining data from all three array
configurations results in a typical synthesised beam size of
6
′′
× 4
′′.
3 RESULTS
The previously reported 36.2-GHz maser emission from
NGC 4945 was clearly detected in both the June and Oc-
tober 2017 epochs, along with a strong 7-mm continuum
Table 2. Details of the final spectral line cubes for each molec-
ular line observed. Image cubes were created out of all available
data. Methanol and continuum imaging included previously re-
ported August 2015 observations, whereas, other transitions use
both 2017 epochs where applicable. All details given refer to self-
calibrated image cubes. RMS noise value is per channel, of width
given in the relevant column. All velocities are with respect to
the barycentric reference frame.
Species Rest Velocity Channel RMS
Frequency Range Width
(GHz) (km s−1) (km s−1) (mJy)
Methanol 36.169265 80 – 840 1.0 2.0
37.703696 200 – 860 3.0 0.9
44.069476 180 – 810 3.0 1.2
48.372456 150 – 810 6.0 1.7
HC3N 36.392332 200 – 950 3.0 1.1
HC5N 31.951777 80 – 980 3.0 0.7
NH3 31.424943 250 – 850 3.0 0.7
33.156849 270 – 870 3.0 0.9
CH3CN 36.795568 350 – 800 3.0 0.8
SiO 43.423853 180 – 780 3.0 1.3
CS 48.990955 270 – 930 3.0 3.4
source. In addition to methanol, 36.4-GHz HC3N (J = 4→
3) line emission was detected in both epochs and 49-GHz
CS J = 1 → 0 and 43.4-GHz SiO J = 1 → 0, ν = 0
emission was also detected in the October session (where
frequencies greater than 40 GHz were covered). Below we
describe, in more detail, each of these detected transitions
(listed in Table 1). All velocities referenced and reported in
this work are relative to the barycentric coordinate system
(Vbarycentric−VLSR = 4.6 km s
−1). Properties of the emission
from detected transitions are tabulated in Table 3.
3.1 Continuum
Using the imfit miriad task on our combined array data
gives a beam deconvolved angular size of 4.8± 0.04× 1.8±
0.04 arcseconds, with a position angle of 41.◦4± 0.◦3 for the
major axis. This is of similar size, and identical position
angle, compared to the 3-mm continuum source dimensions
reported by Henkel et al. (2018).
The bulk of the nuclear continuum emission observed
at millimetre wavelengths is the result of free-free emis-
sion from star formation regions (Bendo et al. 2016). We
detect a 7-mm continuum source towards the nuclear re-
gion of NGC 4945, with peak and integrated flux-densities of
299 mJy and 436 mJy km s−1, respectively (see Table 3 for
position). This continuum emission was extracted by com-
bining the line-free continuum data from all three epochs
(and array configurations). The zoom band for the 36.2-
GHz methanol line was used, in order to remain consistent
with the previous value reported in McCarthy et al. (2017).
This zoom band covers the frequency range 35.99 – 36.18
GHz. Our integrated flux density is in good agreement with
the modelled values for 7-mm from Bendo et al. (2016). The
SED model of Bendo et al. (see their figure 5) predicts 75%
of the 7-mm emission is from free-free emission, so the good
agreement we obtain suggests that at this frequency, the ma-
jority of the continuum emission is due to star formation.
The dynamical centre, as defined by the position of the
circumnuclear H2O megamaser accretion disk, is located
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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at α2000 = 13
h
05
m
27
s.48 and δ2000 = −49
◦
28
′
05.′′6
(Greenhill et al. 1997; Henkel et al. 2018). Comparing the
peak of our 7-mm continuum source, we see an offset of
−0.13 arcseconds in right ascension and 0.8 arcseconds in
declination (projected linear offset of 15 pc), indicating our
continuum source is offset to the north-west from the dy-
namical centre. However, this offset is of the same order
as the nominal astrometric accuracy of our observations,
0.4 arcseconds. The 3-mm continuum source detected by
Henkel et al. (2018) with a beam size of ∼ 2′′ shows a simi-
lar angular offset, though to the north-east, instead of north-
west. We also identify an asymmetry between the angular
offsets of the two CS J = 1 → 0 peaks to the SW and NE
when compared to the 7-mm continuum peak (4.′′4 and 5.′′7
for the SW and NE components respectively). In addition
to the main continuum source, we observe a minor emission
feature (at a 6σ level) roughly aligned with the position of
the maser emission to the south-east (see Figure 1).
3.2 Methanol spectral lines
The 36.2-GHz (class I) methanol maser emission (see Ta-
ble 3) is observed from the same position as reported in
McCarthy et al. (2017) in both follow up epochs, offset
south-east from the galactic nucleus. The hybrid array con-
figuration used for both 2017 observations allows for more
accurate imaging of the methanol masing region, which
wasn’t possible with previous observations. All emission is
located at this offset region, which corresponds to the loca-
tion of some weak HCN emission (see Figure 1), and con-
sists of multiple components with narrow line widths. The 55
mJy primary component has a velocity of 673 km s−1, red-
shifted with respect to the systemic velocity of NGC 4945
(585 km s−1; Chou et al. 2007), with two significantly lower
flux density (∼15 mJy) components at 643 and 705 km s−1
(see Figure 1). Whether these minor components were real
based on the observations in McCarthy et al. (2017) was
not clear. However, we now are able to confirm that these
components exist independently in all three of our epochs
covering a time interval of more than two years. Figure 2
shows the relative difference between the spectra from each
epoch of observation. No significant differences are observed,
however, there is a small shift in velocity of the peak com-
ponent (∼ 1 km s−1 ) when comparing the 2015 August
epoch and the 2017 October epoch (top panel of Figure 2).
This, and the other features of the difference spectra, is likely
caused by differing array configurations between the three
epochs of observation, rather than variability in the source.
All strong maser emission (channels > 10σ) is confined to
a region smaller than approximately 1 arcsecond (projected
linear size of 18pc at our assumed distance of 3.7 Mpc for
NGC 4945).
We did not detect any emission from the 44.1-GHz
70 → 61A
+ class I methanol maser transition (5σ up-
per limit of 6 mJy at 3 kms−1 spectral resolution), or
the 48.4-GHz thermal methanol line (5σ upper limit of 5
mJy at 6 kms−1 spectral resolution) in our observations.
Assuming an identical line profile between the two class I
maser transitions (36- and 44-GHz) we can put an upper
limit on the 44/36-GHz integrated line intensity ratio of
0.07±0.01. Similarly to the 2015 August epoch (described in
McCarthy et al. (2017)), the 37.7-GHz class II methanol line
was not detected in either of our follow up observations (5σ
upper limit of ∼ 4.5 mJy at 3 kms−1 spectral resolution).
3.3 Additional 7-mm spectral lines
3.3.1 HC3N
The HC3N emission (see Figure 3) is situated within the
galactic plane, along the major axis of the galactic disc, near
the nucleus. Two point sources with moderately-broad emis-
sion are located south-west and north-east of the galactic
core, covering velocity ranges of 410–560 km s−1 and 630–
730 km s−1 respectively. These components have projected
linear offsets from the nucleus of 56 pc and 110 pc for the
south-west and north-east components respectively (assum-
ing a distance of 3.7 Mpc for NGC 4945). The emission from
the south-west region seems to have multiple bright com-
ponents peaking above the broad underlying pedestal, the
highest of which has a flux density of 13 mJy. Conversely
the north-west region appears to be simply broad emission,
with a peak flux-density of 8 mJy and a strong absorption
trough at 636 km s−1 (see Figure 3). This absorption fea-
ture at 636 km s−1 is observed at the same velocity as the
largest absorption trough observed by Henkel et al. (2018)
in their 3-mm molecular lines. We can put a 5σ upper limit
of 5 mJy (at 3km s−1 spectral resolution) on the presence of
HC3N emission at the location of the class I methanol maser
emission.
3.3.2 SiO
The SiO J = 1→ 0, ν = 0 spectral line is most obvious in
absorption towards NGC 4945. Two relatively strong absorp-
tion features are observed, one at 528 km s−1 (–8 mJy) and
the other at 636 km s−1 (–9 mJy). The former is located at
the 7-mm continuum peak and the latter is marginally offset
(<3”; α2000 = 13
h
05
m
27.654s , δ2000 = −49
◦
28
′
04.0′′) to
the north-east (see top panel of Figure 4). The stronger ab-
sorption feature at 636 km s−1 is in good agreement with the
feature observed by us in HC3N emission, and therefore, also
with the large absorption troughs seen in the 3-mm molec-
ular lines by Henkel et al. (2018). In addition to these two
absorption sources, there is emission observed to the south-
west of the nucleus, consisting of a series of narrow peaks
covering the velocity range 450–540 km s−1 (lower panel of
Figure 4). Compared to the other spectral lines detected in
our observations these are relatively weak, with the emission
not easily identifiable prior to self-calibration.
3.3.3 CS
Similar to HC3N, CS (J = 1 → 0) is also mainly arising
from the galactic plane, covering the region from north-east
to south-west of the galactic nucleus. The majority of emis-
sion comes from two bright regions located on either side
of the nucleus within the galactic plane (see Table 3). Both
of these regions consist of broad emission covering veloc-
ity ranges of 400–550 and 640–750 km s−1 for the south-
west and north-east locations, respectively (see Figure 3).
The velocity ranges covered by the peaks of these compo-
nents aligns well with those observed in the higher-frequency
CS J = 2 → 1 line towards this same source (Henkel et al.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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2018). As for HC3N (Sect. 3.3.1), we identify an asymmetry
between the angular offsets of the two CS J = 1→ 0 peaks
when compared to the 7-mm continuum peak. This offset is
4.′′4 and 5.′′7 for the SW and NE components, respectively
(corresponding to a projected linear separations of 79 and
102 pc). The lack of emission observed towards the nucleus
(and in the velocity range 550–640 km s−1) is due to absorp-
tion. The strong absorption feature observed in HC3N and
SiO is also present in CS and is also seen towards the po-
sition slightly north-east of the 7-mm continuum peak (see
Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). This absorption is also observed in
both the HCN J = 1 → 0 and CS J = 2 → 1 3-mm lines
reported by Henkel et al. (2018).
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 The masing methanol of NGC 4945
Follow up observations of the 4−1 → 30E methanol transi-
tion in NGC 4945 have allowed for higher fidelity imaging of
the masing region. The main advantage with respect to the
data previously presented by McCarthy et al. (2017) is the
significantly improved uv-coverage. We find good agreement
(to within an arcsecond) between the previously reported
class I maser location (α2000 = 13
h
05
m
28.093s , δ2000 =
−49
◦
28
′
12.3′′) and the position determined using all three
epochs of observation (α2000 = 13
h
05
m
28.167s , δ2000 =
−49
◦
28
′
12.1′′; see Table 3), with the standard deviation
in our fit more than an order of magnitude lower (∼ 0.02′′
compared to the previous ∼ 0.4′′). The astrometric accuracy
to which we can determine the maser position is limited by
the systematics of our observing configuration (array config-
uration etc.), rather than by errors in our position fitting.
When the initial detection of 36.2-GHz maser emission
in NGC 4945 was reported in McCarthy et al. (2017), its
galactic bar was thought to have a position angle of 33o with
an azimuth angle with respect to the plane of the galaxy of
40o based on CO and HI observations by Ott et al. (2001).
Recent investigations by Henkel et al. (2018) have concluded
that the bar dynamics are drastically different than previ-
ously thought, with the bar elongated approximately east-
west in the plane of the sky. Henkel et al. suggest that the
class I methanol maser is likely associated with the front side
of the bar or the south-eastern spiral arm, also being part of
the front-side of the galaxy. Assuming the maser emission is
exactly in the plane of the galactic disk and that the incli-
nation of NGC 4945 is approximately 75o, the class I maser
would have a galacto-centric radius of ∼ 650 pc (note that
if you consider a disk with some thickness, a range of valid
radii about this value should be considered). This puts it
outside of the estimated 300 pc maximum radius that the
bar extends, indicating the masing region is likely instead
located within the inner south-eastern spiral arm. This is
consistent with what is observed towards other extragalac-
tic class I methanol maser sources, such as NGC 253 and
IC 342, where the class I masers are offset from their dynam-
ical centre, but close to the interfacing regions of the galactic
bar (Ellingsen et al. 2017a; Gorski et al. 2018). If the masing
methanol is located in this interface environment, it is con-
sistent with the hypothesis that these masing regions result
from large-scale low-velocity shocks (Ellingsen et al. 2014,
2017a; Gorski et al. 2018).
The methanol maser emission appears to be spatially
coincident with the south-eastern hotspot (see HCN colour
map in Figure 1) observed in the HCN and CS (J = 2→ 1)
dense gas tracers by Henkel et al. (2018). This hotspot is
also nearby the location of ‘Knot B’ a structure observed
previously in both Hα and Paschen-alpha (Moorwood et al.
1996; Marconi et al. 2000). Henkel et al. (2018, their Sect.
4.1.3) find a small offset between Knot B and this secondary
molecular peak, i.e. the secondary molecular peak is offset
by (+3′′,-2′′) from knot B. This corresponds to about 3.′′5
or about 70 pc. They speculate that this hotspot is a giant
molecular cloud complex and that Knot B is the star-forming
front side of this region. We find the 36.2-GHz methanol
maser emission is located closer (offset by ∼ 1′′) to the
molecular peak, rather than the region of star-formation rep-
resented by Knot B. The peak velocity of the class I maser
emission is red-shifted relative to the velocity of this hotspot
(∼ 660 km s−1), however, only by approximately 15 km s−1.
Interestingly, we do not see any sign of a CS hotspot in the
lower frequency CS transition that we have observed (see
Section 4.2). This is not entirely unexpected, as the feature
is not strong in the J = 2 → 1 transition and may, due to
lower statistical weights, be even weaker in the J = 1 → 0
line we observe here.
In Galactic sources, 36.2- and 44.1-GHz masers are of-
ten observed together, with the 44.1-GHz transition gener-
ally being brighter (Voronkov et al. 2014). The lack of ob-
served 44.1-GHz emission towards NGC 4945, alongside the
narrowness of the observed emission, reinforces the conclu-
sion that the class I maser in NGC 4945 is not due to a large
number of Galactic-like star formation regions in a confined
area.
As our observations were made over three indepen-
dent epochs, this gives us the chance to compare and con-
trast the properties of the observed 36.2-GHz emission from
NGC 4945 at different times and array configurations. The
peak and integrated flux densities from each epoch are tabu-
lated in Table 4 for the 36.2-GHz emission zoom band (both
masing and continuum). The flux-density of the maser emis-
sion across all three epochs is consistent with what we expect
from a compact region, with the difference in peak and in-
tegrated flux density between the least and most compact
array configurations (EW352 and H168 respectively) only
varying by approximately 10%. Comparison of the contin-
uum emission across the different array configurations is not
as straight forward, with the 2017 June epoch showing a
significant drop in flux-density (both integrated and peak)
compared to the other two epochs (see Table 4). This same
decrease in flux-density is not observed in any of the calibra-
tor sources for this epoch, with only the continuum emission
of NGC 4945 lower than expected. Higher levels of decorre-
lation due to sub-optimal observing conditions may be the
cause of this, as this can affect continuum and line emission
differently.
The secondary 36.2-GHz component (red-shifted with
respect to the peak) mentioned in McCarthy et al. (2017)
has been observed independently in all three epochs, increas-
ing confidence that it is a real component of maser emis-
sion (7σ in combined epoch data). When combining data
from all three epochs, we can discern additional features
in the 36.2-GHz spectrum. Firstly, another low flux-density
component (5σ detection in combined epoch data) appears
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Figure 1. Top: Integrated 36.2-GHz methanol emission (red contours 2.5%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the peak of
516 mJy km s−1 beam−1) and the 7-mm continuum emission (white contours 2.5%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the peak of
538 mJybeam−1) with background colour map and black dashed contours of HCN J = 1 → 0 integrated intensity from Henkel et al.
(2018) (2%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the peak of 27.6 Jy km s−1 beam−1). Methanol and continuum emission were extracted
from the combined image cube including all data from 2015 August and 2017 June/October. The white ellipse in the lower left describes
the synthesised beam size for our combined observations (6.6× 4.9 arcseconds). Bottom Left: 36.2GHz spectrum from the region of peak
emission within our spectral line cube (channel spacing 1 km s−1). The vertical dashed line indicates the systemic velocity of NGC4945
(Chou et al. 2007). Bottom Right: Same spectrum with a cropped velocity range to allow for easier differentiation between spectral
features.
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Table 3. Combined array flux-density, velocity and positional information for all molecular transitions (and continuum) observed in
NGC 4945. The locations and peak flux densities given are those of the peak emission components in each transition. They were extracted
using the imfit miriad task on the spectral line cubes tabulated in Table 2. The integrated flux-density of methanol emission tabulated
here is an artifact of a minor velocity red-shift in the peak emission (between the 2017 epochs and the 2015 epoch; see Section 4.1). This
causes a higher apparent integrated flux than observed in any individual epoch (see Table 4).
Location RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Spk S Vpk VRange
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
Methanol SE 13 05 28.167 −49 28 12.1 55± 6 516 ± 10 673 660 – 720
HC3N SW 13 05 26.936 −49 28 07.9 13.5± 3 399 ± 14 479 390 – 550
NE 13 05 27.621 −49 28 02.1 8.4± 3 177 ± 14 686 550 – 720
CS NE 13 05 27.961 −49 28 01.9 63.0± 10 2692 ± 300 705 640 – 750
SW 13 05 27.196 −49 28 08.3 46.2± 10 3346 ± 300 465 400 – 550
Continuum - 13 05 27.467 −49 28 04.8 295± 15 436 ± 33
Table 4. 36.2GHz methanol and continuum emission toward
NGC4945 from individual observation epochs.
Epoch Array Spk S
(mJy) (mJy km s−1)
Methanol Aug2015 EW367 49 294± 23
Jun2017 H214 48 306± 40
Oct2017 H168 54 339± 18
Continuum Aug2015 EW367 313 414± 40
Jun2017 H214 236 348± 45
Oct2017 H168 385 489± 18
blue-shifted in relation to the peak emission. Interestingly,
these two minor components, are roughly symmetrically dis-
tributed about the central peak emission. Additionally, in
the combined data set, the central peak appears to split
into two components of maser emission with a small rela-
tive velocity offset. This symmetric distribution of masing
emission is suggestive of the spectra seen towards edge on
disk structures, similar to those observed from H2O mega-
masers towards the nucleus, with the bright emission at the
systemic velocity and the red- and blue-shifted components
at the approaching and receding edges of the disk. Assum-
ing an edge on disk, we identify a rotational velocity of
Vrot = 30 km s
−1 and a velocity drift of 0.5 km s−1 yr−1
(obtained from peak shift discussed in Section 3.2). These
values correspond to a disk with radius of ∼ 380 AU with
enclosed mass of ∼ 390 M⊙ (Ishihara et al. 2001). However,
this is highly speculative as our resolution is not high-enough
to satisfactorily determine whether the positions of these in-
dividual components show any ordered structure.
4.2 CS: comparison with 3-mm observations
With the recent addition of ALMA to the southern hemi-
sphere’s astrophysical toolbox, the dynamics and molecular
structure of the central region of NGC 4945 are now begin-
ning to be more clearly understood (e.g. Bendo et al. 2016;
Henkel et al. 2018). Our observations of the CS J = 1 → 0
emission towards NGC 4945 show strong agreement, in
terms of position and velocity of the bright regions north-
east and south-west of the galactic nucleus, when compared
to the CS and HCN emission reported by Henkel et al.
(2018). We identify a line ratio of approximately 4 between
the CS J = 2→ 1 and CS J = 1→ 0 emission (Henkel et al.
2018). This indicates the the CS J = 1 → 0 emission is
optically thin and highly excited. As mentioned in Section
4.1, we see no evidence for the south-eastern hotspot in the
CS J = 1 → 0 transition (5σ upper limit of 15 mJy in
a 3 km s−1 channel), likely due to the large discrepancy
in flux densities between the two CS transitions. Possibly,
longer on-source integration times would reveal some weak
emission from this location. It should also be noted the syn-
thesised beam of our observations is significantly larger than
that of the ALMA observations presented by Henkel et al.
(5.2× 3.3 compared to 2.6× 1.4 arcseconds).
Henkel et al. (2018) propose that the east-west oriented
bar in NGC 4945 can be directly seen in their CS J = 2→ 1
and HCN J = 1→ 0 lines, when integrating over that nar-
row velocity range near the systemic velocity of the galaxy,
which is least affected by absorption. A direct connection
can be seen in their HCN integrated intensity map, and the
same east-west structure is even more clearly seen in the CS
emission. Comparing our lower frequency CS J = 1 → 0
emission across this velocity range (585 – 612 km s−1), we
are also able to clearly see this bar structure (see Figure 5),
though not as extended as evident in the higher frequency
transitions.
4.3 Nature of HC3N emission in NGC 4945
Determining the nature of the HC3N J = 4 → 3 emis-
sion in NGC 4945 is difficult as there are not many known
Galactic or extragalactic sources displaying maser emission
from this species. The Sgr B2 complex has been observed in
various HC3N transitions, with maser emission detected in
the J = 1 → 0 transition (Hunt et al. 1999). McGee et al.
(1977) report J = 4 → 3 emission in Sgr B2 with an inte-
grated flux density of ∼ 660 Jy km s−1. Comparing this
flux density to the total integrated intensity across both
the north-east and south-west components in NGC 4945, we
see that NGC 4945 is approximately a factor of 190 times
more luminous than Sgr B2 (assuming a distance of 7.9 kpc
for Sgr B2 and 3.7-Mpc for NGC 4945; Reid et al. 2009;
Tully et al. 2013). Comparing the individual components to
the HC3N J = 4 → 3 emission in Sgr B2, we see that the
south-eastern HC3N component in NGC 4945 is ∼ 130 times
more luminous.
Recently, HC3N J = 4→ 3 emission towards NGC 253
has been reported to be the result of maser processes
(Ellingsen et al. 2017b). The emission we observe towards
NGC 4945 bares some similarities to that seen in NGC 253,
especially when comparing it on a component to component
scale. The total integrated flux of the HC3N J = 4→ 3 emis-
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Figure 2. Differences between 36.2-GHz methanol maser spectra
between individual epochs. Both 2015 August and 2017 June were
subtracted from the 2017 October spectrum with the top panel
(a) corresponding to the former case and bottom panel (b) to
the latter. Vertical scales for each panel are identical for ease
of comparison. Emission from the 2017 October epoch appears
broader than either of the other epochs of observations (likely
due to the more compact array configuration). Additionally, the
1 km s−1 peak shift can be seen in panel (a).
sion in NGC4945 is almost a factor of 10 lower than that ob-
served in NGC 253 (Ellingsen et al. 2017b). However, when
looking at the individual HC3N components (2 in NGC 4945,
7 in NGC 253) across both sources, we see that the in-
tegrated flux densities of individual components are very
similar. The most luminous component observed towards
NGC 253 is 443 mJy km s−1 (Ellingsen et al. 2017b). This
would correspond to a flux-density of 374 mJy km s−1 in
NGC 4945 (assuming a distance of 3.4 Mpc for NGC 253 and
3.7 Mpc for NGC4945; Dalcanton et al. 2009; Tully et al.
2013), very similar to the highest flux-density HC3N compo-
nent (the south-western one) observed towards NGC 4945.
Likewise, the north-eastern HC3N component in NGC 4945
also shows a flux-density which is similar to the individual
spots observed in NGC 253. It is important to note that the
flux-density values reported for NGC 253 in Ellingsen et al.
(2017b) are using the combined EW367 and 1.5A array con-
figurations, both of which have longer maximum baselines
than the two array configurations used for our observations
(H168 and H214). Therefore, missing flux from extended
emission makes comparison of flux-densities unreliable.
The two regions of HC3N emission in NGC 4945 have
close spatial correlations with the observed CS J = 1 → 0
emission (see Figure 3). Emission from the two HC3N point
sources appears to heavily overlap with the most luminous
regions of CS north-east and south-west of the core, with
similar velocities for peak emission (see Table 3). This is
similar to what is seen in NGC 253, where the HC3N spots
correlate with the position of molecular clouds (Leroy et al.
2015; Ellingsen et al. 2017b). These molecular clouds are de-
fined by regions of excess emission from dense gas tracers
such as CS and HCN (Meier et al. 2015; Leroy et al. 2015).
The linear offsets from the nucleus (110 and 56 pc towards
the south-west and north-east respectively) for the HC3N
spots in NGC 4945, puts them close to the radius of the outer
nuclear disk and inner bar interface (Henkel et al. 2018).
Ellingsen et al. (2017b) concluded that at least one of
the HC3N spots they observed in NGC 4945 was due to a
maser process. However, it is difficult to evaluate whether
this is also the case for either region observed towards
NGC 4945. This is partly because of the limited angular
resolution of our observations, which prevents us from de-
termining how compact these regions are. Unlike the actively
studied maser species such as methanol and H2O, the maser
process of HC3N is much less clear. Therefore, we do not
know whether a typical HC3N maser forms in a compact
region, as observed in those other molecular species. If we
assume it does, based on the maser emission detected to-
wards NGC 253, then a follow-up of the HC3N observations
in NGC 4945 at higher angular resolution will help us de-
termine the nature of these regions. Additionally, detailed
investigation into the nuclear molecular clouds has not been
conducted in NGC 4945. Information about the environ-
ments housing these spots would provide useful insight into
the processes governing the HC3N emission.
4.4 Comparison of the CH3OH masing
environment in NGC 4945 to other relevant
sources
In the absence of direct information regarding the physical
conditions responsible for these extragalactic masers, com-
parisons with similar sources may reveal useful properties
of the masing regions. These comparisons can both help un-
derstand the phenomenon and allow for future searches with
better constrained source samples.
This section will first compare the masing region of
NGC 4945 to those observed within NGC 253, and subse-
quently compare both of these sources to the Galactic giant
molecular cloud G1.6-0.025.
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Figure 3. Centre: 36.4-GHz HC3N integrated emission (white contours 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the 399 mJy kms−1 beam−1
peak, restored beam: 6.3 × 4.8 arcseconds) and CS J = 1 → 0 emission (red contours 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the 2130
mJy km s−1 beam−1 peak, restored beam: 5.2 × 3.3 arcseconds), overlaid on a colour map (with accompanying dashed black contours)
of the CS J = 2 → 1 integrated intensity from Henkel et al. (2018) (contour levels 2%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the peak of
the 11.5 Jy km s−1 beam−1). The black cross and yellow star indicate the position of the 7-mm continuum peak and 36.2-GHz maser
location respectively. The white ellipse represents the synthesized beam of the CS J = 1→ 0 observations. Top: Spectra of the north-east
and south-west CS J = 1 → 0 components (from left to right) extracted at the locations of peak emission from the image cube with a
spectral resolution of 6 km s−1. Bottom: Spectra of the north-east and south-west HC3N J = 4 → 3 components (from left to right)
extracted at the location of peak emission from the image cube with a spectral resolution of 3 km s−1.
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Figure 4. Top: SiO absorption spectra for the two main com-
ponents in NGC 4945. The red-dashed spectrum represents ab-
sorption towards the 7-mm continuum peak (see Table 3). The
black spectrum represents absorption from the component offset
3′′ to the north-east of the continuum peak. Both spectra have a
spectral resolution of 6 km s−1. Bottom: Spectrum of weak SiO
emission from south-west of the continuum peak taken from a
spectral line cube with spectral resolution of 6 km s−1.
4.4.1 NGC 253
The sample size of known extragalactic class I methanol
masers is currently very small. This makes the nature of
such emission difficult to discern. The best match up of host-
galaxies from the available sample is between NGC 253 and
NGC 4945. Similarly to NGC 4945, NGC 253 is a nearby
barred spiral starburst galaxy, with recently detected class I
methanol maser emission at 36.2-GHz (Sakamoto et al.
2011; Ellingsen et al. 2014). These two sources are similarly
distant (3.4 Mpc for NGC 253 and 3.7 Mpc for NGC 4945;
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Figure 5. Integrated intensity of 49-GHz CS J = 1→ 0 emission
over the velocity range 585 – 612 km s−1 (red contours 30%,
50%, 70%, and 90% of the 187 mJy km s−1 beam−1 peak, dashed
contours represent the same levels for absorption). This is the
same velocity range where the east-west structure of the bar is
visible in the CS J = 2 → 1 emission presented by Henkel et al.
(2018). The background colour map represents CS J = 2 → 1
integrated intensity across this same reduced velocity range (black
contours 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the 2.4 Jy kms−1 beam−1
peak; Henkel et al. 2018). The black cross and yellow star indicate
the position of the 7-mm continuum peak and 36.2-GHz maser
location respectively.
Dalcanton et al. 2009; Tully et al. 2013), and have methanol
maser emission of comparable luminosity. Due to these fac-
tors, these two sources are the best candidates for a direct
comparison of environments hosting the masing methanol.
Our follow up observations have allowed us to more ac-
curately compare the integrated intensity of NGC 4945 to
NGC 253, as both sources have been observed with the same
array configuration (H168) and are at similar distances.
We find that the single region of class I maser emission
in NGC 4945 has an integrated flux-density 50% greater
than either emission region in NGC 253 (Ellingsen et al.
2014, 2017a). In addition to being brighter, the 36.2-GHz
methanol maser component towards NGC 4945 has a much
narrower linewidth, ∼8 km s−1 compared to those observed
towards any of the regions in NGC 253 (>∼ 20 km s
−1 at
comparable angular and spectral resolution; Ellingsen et al.
2017a).
There is a strong correlation between the masing re-
gions of NGC 253 and the presence of large molecular clouds
(Leroy et al. 2015; Ellingsen et al. 2017a). As mentioned in
Section 4.1, images presented by Henkel et al. (2018) show
the methanol masing region in NGC 4945 is projected onto
a HCN and CS hotspot. This hotspot may mark the location
of a molecular cloud complex, similar to those identified in
NGC 253 (Leroy et al. 2015). 36.4-GHz HC3N emission is
observed towards all of the class I methanol maser emission
regions in NGC 253 (Ellingsen et al. 2017b). This same rela-
tionship is not observed towards NGC 4945, where we place
a 5σ upper limit of 5 mJy (in a 3 km s−1 channel) on the
existence of HC3N (from this same transition) at the maser
location.
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A very significant difference between these two class I
maser hosts is the lack of 44.1-GHz emission observed to-
wards NGC 4945. Ellingsen et al. (2017a) detected 44.1-
GHz masers in two of the regions host to 36.2-GHz masers
in NGC 4945. Despite the relative weakness of the 44.1-GHz
emission in NGC 253, our 3σ upper limit from NGC 4945 is
a factor of two lower. Assuming our 5σ upper limit (6 mJy
peak) on the existence of 44.1-GHz emission, we place a
lower limit on the 36.2:44.1 GHz integrated line intensity
ratio of 15:1. Comparatively, the two regions in NGC 253
displaying emission from both transitions have ratios of
11:1 and 17:1 (for regions ‘MM1’ and ‘MM4’ respectively;
Ellingsen et al. 2017a), with lower limits on the regions with-
out detections at 44.1-GHz ranging from 4:1 up to 18:1.
Therefore, despite a potentially much lower peak flux den-
sity, 44.1-GHz emission may exist towards NGC 4945 at sim-
ilar relative intensities as observed in NGC 253.
Given that the region of 36.2-GHz emission in
NGC 4945 is significantly brighter than any of the regions in
NGC 253 also hosting 44.1-GHz emission, we would expect
any 44.1-GHz emission to be above this threshold assuming
similar ratios to what is observed in NGC 253.
Extended thermal methanol (48.4-GHz transition) is
clearly visible in NGC 253, covering all sites where the 36.2-
GHz maser emission is observed (Ellingsen et al., in prepa-
ration). A similar relationship is observed towards IC 342,
with extended 96-GHz thermal methanol observed across all
class I maser locations (Meier & Turner 2005; Gorski et al.
2018). Conversely, we see no thermal methanol from the
48.4-GHz transition towards NGC 4945. This, combined
with differences in the 36.2- to 44.1-GHz flux density ratios
and a small line width (indicating a compact region), sug-
gests that the optical depth of the masing line in NGC 4945
is likely much higher than in any region in NGC 253.
4.4.2 G1.6-0.025
G1.6-0.025 (referred to hereafter as G 1.6) is a giant molec-
ular cloud located at the eastern-most edge of the Milky
Way’s CMZ cloud complex (Whiteoak & Gardner 1979;
Bally et al. 1987, 1988). This region displays maser emission
from various class I methanol transitions. However, unlike
typical methanol maser sources, it lacks any significant high
mass star-formation (Haschick & Baan 1993; Menten et al.
2009). The nature of the maser emission from G1.6 is unlike
that observed from typical Galactic class I maser sites, and
appears to be somewhat similar to those observed in the ex-
tragalactic class I regions of NGC 4945 and NGC 253. Here
we will make a comparison between G1.6 and these extra-
galactic sources, and discuss the possibility of them resulting
from similar physical conditions.
Much like NGC 4945 (and to a lesser extent NGC 253),
emission from the 44.1-GHz methanol transition is much
weaker than the accompanying 36.2-GHz methanol emission
in G1.6 (Jones et al. 2013). As previously mentioned, this is
atypical for Galactic class I maser sources, where these two
transitions are often observed together, with the 44.1-GHz
line being generally more luminous (Voronkov et al. 2014).
This may indicate that G1.6 and these extragalactic class I
maser regions share a common pumping regime, which re-
sults in emission from the 36.2-GHz transition dominating.
G 1.6 is also host to maser emission from the 84.5-GHz
methanol transition (Salii et al. 2002). This transition is re-
lated to the 36.2-GHz line, and is additionally observed ten-
tatively as a megamaser in the starburst galaxy NGC 1068
(Wang et al. 2014). We suggest that it is likely that this
84.5-GHz methanol transition will be visible towards the
extragalactic class I regions in NGC 4945 and NGC 253. If
future observations discover this to be correct, a compari-
son of flux densities between the 36.2- and 84.5-GHz lines
in G1.6 and these extragalactic sources may reveal further
similarities.
The broader environment of G 1.6 also shares similari-
ties with the extragalactic maser sources. G 1.6 is a dense gi-
ant molecular cloud, easily visible in emission from the same
dense gas tracers that identified similar clouds in NGC 253
(Leroy et al. 2015). Each independent region of 36.2-GHz
maser emission from NGC 253 is associated with one of these
giant molecular clouds (Ellingsen et al. 2017a). We also dis-
cuss in Section 4.1, that the south-eastern HCN and CS
hotspot in NGC 4945 also indicates the presence of a giant
molecular cloud at the location of the class I maser emis-
sion (Henkel et al. 2018). In addition, the class I masing
regions of NGC 253 are bright in the 43.4-GHz SiO and
48.4-GHz thermal methanol transitions, which are some of
the strongest 7-mm spectral lines observed towards G1.6
(Jones et al. 2013). However, these same transitions are not
observed towards the masing region of NGC 4945, with emis-
sion from the 48.4-GHz thermal methanol not-detected, and
weak 43.4-GHz SiO only observed close to the galactic nu-
cleus.
One of the most interesting properties of G 1.6 is the
lack of star-formation from a region displaying such promi-
nent 36.2-GHz class I maser emission. However, this lack of
star-formation does not appear to be mirrored in the envi-
ronment of the class I maser emission in NGC 4945, with
enhanced star-formation (Knot B) observed nearby to the
region of dense gas at the masers location (Marconi et al.
2000; Henkel et al. 2018). This star-formation is offset from
the maser emission, however, it may be part of the same
molecular cloud complex (Henkel et al. 2018). If an asso-
ciation with Knot B does exist, this would indicate that
the class I maser emission from NGC 4945 and G1.6 may
not result from the same phenomenon and leaves open the
possibility between a direct connection between the maser
emission and star-formation.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Our high-resolution imaging follow up of the 36.2-GHz
class I methanol maser emission in NGC 4945 has confirmed
its offset position from the galactic nucleus. Assuming the
region is part of the disk, it would be located at a galac-
tocentric radius of approximately 670 pc and is likely as-
sociated with the interface region between galactic bar and
south-eastern spiral arm on the front side of the galaxy. This
position corresponds to the position of a hotspot observed
in dense gas tracers, likely indicating an association between
the masing region and a giant molecular cloud. We detect
methanol emission from neither the 44.1-GHz masing tran-
sion nor the 48.4-GHz thermal transition towards NGC 4945
and this indicates a high optical depth for the 36.2-GHz
class I masing region.
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The 7-mm continuum source is offset by 0.′′8±0.′′4 to the
north-west of the dynamical centre of NGC 4945 (α2000 =
13
h
05
m
27
s.467± 0s.032 and δ2000 = −49
◦
28
′
04.′′8± 0.′′3).
Emission from the HC3N J = 4 → 3, CS J = 1 → 0
and SiO J = 1 → 0 transitions were also detected towards
NGC 4945. All of these thermal transitions were observed
towards the central region of NGC 4945 (consistent with
the 3-mm ALMA observations). Additionally, all of these
species display strong absorption towards the continuum
source, with a peak absorption component at 636 km s−1.
None of these molecular species were detected towards the
offset location where the methanol masers are observed.
We identify many similarities between the class I
methanol masers of NGC 4945 and NGC 253. There is the
possibility that the optical depth of the maser in NGC 4945
is higher, leading to particularly high intensity ratios be-
tween the 36.2- and 44.1-GHz methanol lines. A comparison
with the giant molecular cloud G1.6-0.025 revealed similar
line ratios between the 36.2- and 44.1-GHz methanol maser
transitions, though unlike G1.6-0.025, the maser region in
NGC 4945 may be associated with a region of enhanced
star-formation.
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